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WEATHER

rediction using statistical
ues suggests 2006 will not
event year, although it is
 believe given the recent
tures and humidity. We are
ing the slope of the line
 absolute values to further
 the model as necessary

OT IMAGING

ather data we hope to see
tions between the various
sets and here we have

imposed Jon’s root radar
ge onto an earlier ERT
tion to show what we are
aiming to achieve.
Root Imaging
Duramen Consulting visited the site in
e the root system using radar. The

ill be invaluable in correlating ERT
ound movement with the presence (or
oots. His initial scan is reproduced

tative software, Jon is able to create
s’ through the root zones, in four grids
orh, East, South and West.  The image
here the large roots might be, and their
ound level.

e to plot the root zone density against
hniques to see if there is a pattern
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Preliminary Correlation
We have superimposed the precise level readings onto
the ERT image to see how the two techniques
compare and we see that ground has subsided in the
vicinity of maximum drying in two locations.

Early days but the hot weather should help us define
the value of the various tests we are undertaking.

This has all been supplemented with soil testing. See
the following page for the initial results from bores
sunk in May.

Note the good correlation between the precise levels
and the images with the ground dipping in response to
soil drying.

This work will help subsidence engineers understand
how moisture moves in fine grain soils in response to
root activity and we hope to produce a moving
slideshow for training purposes at the end of the year.
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At the moment we have the
following instrumentation on
site, or being installed. ERT
cabling, precise levels, TDR
moisture sensors, neutron
probes, root imaging and the
weather station.

We hope to add dynamic
probing shortly.
JULY PROGRAM

We have collected the TDR
isture sensors and hope to have
se installed shortly, along with
he datalogger to receive and
nsmit information from site via

the web.

thampton will be installing the
tron probe tubes and taking the

first readings.

r programmers are working on
tomating the interpretation of
ata from the electrolevels and
moisture sensors to build a
gnostic application that will be
 based. This will be using ‘fuzzy
ttern matching’ to get the best
 in terms of profile, rather than

units of measurement.

r plans to treat the ground are
w well advanced – more details

shortly.
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Risk Mapping

ve developed an entirely new
logy for Addressology which
r refines their understanding
k. The coloured image shows
hrink/swell properties of the
derlying clay, and we have
ced a 250m square tiled grid

perimposed onto the more
ional postcode sector outlines
old) to show the benefit.

, and related developments,
opefully demonstrate the
tical value to the industry of
ork being undertaken by The
Clay Research Group.

BOREHOLES

 testing has produced some

sting data. BH1 (red line) is
t, and is closest to the tree
oreholes 2 and 3 are further
at 8m and 12m respectively.

atum (vertical green line) is
ear and has been sunk 8mtrs
 gravel band of Bracklesham
o soil testing here given the
r nature of the soil, and this
 acts as the datum for the

precise levels.

ecise levels are shown at the
 the picture and the ground
as it gets nearer the tree as

we would expect.
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Oedometer                              Suctions
60mm                                      60mm

Oak Tree - BH1
Disturbed Sampling - Corrected Ko Line

Strains = 0.06
Suctions = 660kPa
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Sampling & Soil
sting Techniques

We have retrieved disturbed
mples and tested them using
th the filter paper soil suction
nique and oedometer test. The
lid red line – see right - is the

dometer and the suction test is
the red broken red line.

By adjusting the Ko line to a
sible position (with the suction
ted as the grey broken line) we
a close correlation between the

two sets of readings.

th record a maximum bulge at
tween 1 – 2mtrs bGL, reducing

with depth.

The estimate of swell are in
eement. In BH1 they are around

60mm.

ere is a difference it is the fact
 do not have to compensate for
e Ko line using the oedometer,
hereas we do using the filter
per technique but disturbance
sn’t seem to make a significant

difference.

he estimates of heave do not
correspond directly with the
ecise levels of course, because
e have a persistent moisture
cit and the only way to verify if
 estimate is correct would be to

fell the tree!
Sample
sturbance

gering is an economic
efficient method of
ving soil samples. In
ember we hope to
are the results from
ed and non-disturbed
g using the oedometer

test.
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ElectroLevel Sensors

We are validating electrolevels on actual claims where we can correlate with precise level
readings and understand the output. Below we see data from May through to 22nd July and it is
following the characteristic curve of root induced seasonal movement.

This is the claim we outlined in Bulletin 9 where we have a two-storey building close to a canal
and there was a concern about the stability of the embankment. So far, so good. The initial
results suggest we have a problem, but possibly not with the embankment.

Telemetry is ideal for this sort of claim where we need long-term data (possibly over several
years) and the cost of going to site every few months would be prohibitive.. It is also useful where
we need to keep an eye on the structure given its circumstances and the fact it is occupied.
Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Wooded Embankment

Inclinometer
CANAL

The Claim

howed the sensor location,
lot below relates to Sensor

wise direction tells us the
 has moved outward by just
 between May and July.


